6 Week Beer Odyssey

‘Liquid bread’ is an age old colloquial term for a fermented beverage
made from malted cereal and flavoured with hops (commonly)
or spices, roots or fruit (historically).
Its application reflects the belief that the two staples, bread and beer,
emerged simultaneously in the Cradle of Civilisation - Mesopotamia

Our initial 6 Week Beer Odyssey intends to,
first and foremost, present an overall – yet still
adventurous - insight into the mosaic of the
contemporary craft brewing landscape by:
• Reviewing the major and most influential beer ‘families’
• Exploring a selection of esoteric, regional and
altogether peripheral styles enjoying reinvention
• Taking a ‘snapshot’ journey into without doubt,
the most eclectic and individual of brewing nations
• Risking an intriguing peek into the ‘crystal ball’ of beer
to see what the future might hold
Without doubt, certain areas we will cover could
deservedly justify their own course and, indeed if the
demand was to exist, LiquidBred could potentially offer
more in-depth sessions in the future.

All sessions are held at the ‘Collabor8’ space on the mezzanine
at The Mantle.
1 James Street Fremantle, WA 6160.
For dates and session times, subscribe to our mailing list or
visit our Facebook and Instagram page.

While the initial Six Week Beer Odyssey needs to be
somewhat compressed and arbitrary in nature, there
will be opportunity to grow and adapt what we offer.
The critical factor to emphasise here, is the major
objective of our ‘beer safari’ is to make each session an
interactive sensory experience.
Background will be provided as to how selected beer
styles emerged, morphed and travelled the ages,
but the focus will remain squarely on tasting and
‘experiencing’ a kaleidoscopic selection of beers,
comparing or contrasting, and considering the elements
that give each beer we try their own unique personality
and character, from a “humble” elegant lager to a
barrel-aged “infected” Belgian lambic.
Tasting and talking about what we experience as
individuals with others serves to enhance and enrich
our own awareness and understanding.

6 Week Beer Odyssey
$350 per person
Includes 6x 2 hour weekly sessions
6-8 beer tastings per session
Finger foods
Complementary LiquidBred beer glass
Copy of the Great Australian Beer Guide

Lager:
The Bastard Child
of Industry?
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We will introduce our first session by covering
off some background to raw materials used by
brewers and basic brewing processes. We will
also clarify terms that will be frequently used;
thereafter, we will begin our ‘odyssey’ with
lager!

revolutionised transportation and provided opportunity
for brewers to expand their markets; thus, brewing could
be transformed from a cottage industry into a large-scale
manufacturing operation. These changes in knowledge
and technology cannot be underestimated. A world of
new possibilities emerged….and lager brewing became the
biggest beneficiary.

The choice to begin our journey with lager is entirely
deliberate; the emergence of lager as a style (as distinct
from a brewing process) is profoundly linked with ‘The
Age of Reason’ and its practical realisation through ‘The
Industrial Revolution’. Arguably, this moment in history
is the most significant moment for beer and brewing.
The philosophical ‘shift’ to intellectual questioning and
empirical understanding from ‘The Dark Ages’ resignation,
fear and ignorance impacted brewing as much as any
industry. The mystery of fermentation was finally unlocked
through the discovery of ‘yeast’; refrigeration gave
brewers precise control over brewing processes; steam

The clean, light, pale, refreshing and fine flavour profile of
lager (and its close cousin pilsner) – a direct result of ‘cool
fermentation’ and maturation - had immense appeal as
opposed to the heavy, fruity and often unctuous character
of ale and, particularly throughout Continental Europe and
thereafter the ‘New World’, lager brewing spread rapidly.
We will challenge the modern perception of lager/pilsner as
flavourless and characterless ‘soda-pop’ beer and showcase
distinctive lager styles - Dark (Dunkel) Lager, Bock,
Doppelbock, Munich Helles, ‘Festbiers’ – and highlight new
territories craft brewers are creating for lager.

Ubiquitous Pale Ale:
The Lost and the
Lost Plot?
Without doubt, Pale Ales (and more especially
its big brother India Pale Ale) have become
the beer of ‘currency’ for craft brewers and
drinkers.
While lager may still dominate industrial brewing and
general drinking patterns, craft brewing is incrementally
expanding and the style that currently leads this charge
– without challenge – is Pale Ale/IPA, most especially the
North American deviations on the styles.
Pale Ale, like lager, emerged from the Industrial Revolution,
the child of innovative English brewers, at that time, the
most significant global brewing nation. The English brewers
however, most notably the regional brewers of Burton-onTrent, remained faithful to warm fermentation.
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Pale Ale and its off-shoots like ‘Bitter’ and especially IPA
as beer entities, were for a time incredibly successful,
however this dominance diminished rapidly through the
course of the 20th Century, the victim of change and loss.
We will briefly review the English Pale Ale tradition before
diving into the stunning ‘reinvention’ of this beer style at
the hands primarily of American craft brewers and highlight
just how much room exists to move with this style……
Double and Triple IPA’s, Rye Pale and IPA’s, Fruit Pale and
IPA’s, Coffee Pale and IPA’s....it seems possibilities are only
harnessed by imagination.

Once you
go Black....
or Brown
At the turn of the 18th Century, the
consumption of gin in Britain – specifically
London - was literally killing people.
Known colloquially at the time as “Mothers Ruin”, gin
replaced brandy as a preferred drink primarily because of
war with France. Originally imported from Holland, but
thereafter produced locally from inferior products (often
including Turpentine Spirit and Sulphuric Acid), the local
version of gin not infrequently caused blindness (if not
death – thus “blind drunk”).
Government intervention (i.e. a tax on distilling
corn) turned attention towards beer just at the time
improvements in production were beginning to have
an impact. Simultaneously, the demise of the feudal
system witnessed major social upheaval and, seeking
work, peasants began to move in droves to the rapidly
industrialising regional centres, most especially London.
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Out of this social and economic upheaval arose a demand
for a satiating, quenching, nutritious, rich and fruity
beverage to satisfy the rapidly exploding impoverished
working class of London….and Porter – the forerunner of
Stout - was born.
Porter enjoyed an overnight meteoric rise to pre-eminence,
demand outstripping supply, encouraging London
brewers to expand their operations and invest in the new
technologies resulting in arguably the first “factorisation”
of beer production. The influence of Porter was enormous,
spreading throughout the British Isles – including Ireland –
where a young Arthur Guinness took up Porter brewing.
We will review and taste Brown Ale, no doubt a precursor
to ‘black’ beer, before looking at the numerous variations of
Porter and Stout....London Porter, Baltic Porter, Milk Stout,
Export Stout, Oatmeal Stout and Russian Imperial Stout.

Mercurial
Belgium and the
Monastic Legacy
For such a small country, the array and
diversity of Belgium beer is simply
astonishing; it has been reckoned that
there are over 600 different types of beer
produced in Belgium and the diversity is quite
incredible.
Ranging from worthy expressions of Pilsner through to
outrageously complex spontaneously fermented barrelaged ‘Lambic’ beers or the sour and vinous Red Flemish
Ales.
Only adding to the Belgian mystique is the brewing legacy
of the cloistered reclusive Cistercian Monks – Trappists as
they are more commonly known – refugees of the French
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Revolution who took to brewing many centuries ago as a
means of productive labour as well as sustenance whilst
they fasted (there is that application again, ‘Liquid Bread’).
Beers produced by these industrious Monks remain
some of the most famous, individualistic and revered
international beer brands and are a testament to their
skill and ingenuity....Chimay, Orval, Rochefort, Westmalle,
Westvleteren to name but a few outstanding examples of
where brewing boundaries can be pushed.
This session offers one of the more eye-opening and
intriguing tasting experiences we will have – we will taste
a selection of iconic Belgian beers and examine how the
Belgian tradition informs and inspires craft brewing.

Back to the Future:
Wheat, Sour,
Salt and Smoke
In some respects, because of their historical
significance, influence and market share in
certain brewing nations, wheat beers could
arguably deserve a session unto themselves.
It is fair to say that ‘Witbier’s’ and ‘HefeWeizen’s’ were
amongst the first styles that turned beer drinkers on to
‘craft’ and away from industrial beer, and they perhaps
serve as milestones to changing tastes and preferences.
Interestingly, at least in the New World craft markets, these
styles have significantly diminished in popularity; yet wheat
itself, as a brewing constituent, remains incredibly relevant.
Thus, we start this session by briefly reviewing the role of
wheat in brewing along with the aforementioned major
wheat beer styles, before making a left turn and venturing
off into historical ‘beer hinterlands’ to discover some of
the regional, idiosyncratic, peripheral and downright odd
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beers that somehow survived extinction and are currently
experiencing a reinvention through the clever work of
contemporary craft brewers; and just to reinforce the
point, many of these peculiar regionals utilised wheat as a
significant component....Gose, Berliner Weisse, Grodziskie,
Dampfbier and Koyt to name just a few.
During this session, we will also explore the role of ‘smoke’
in brewing. Up until a handful of centuries ago, all beers
would have smelt and tasted – at least to some degree – of
smoke, as the malting stage relied primarily on wood or
straw.
This tasting session promises to be not just intriguing
but potentially quite challenging as we will experience
saltiness, sourness and smokiness, altogether strange
bedfellows for what we generally have understood as ‘beer’.

Altered States:
The Sacred and
Psychotropic
“The drunken consciousness is one bit of the
mystic consciousness, and our total opinion
of it must find its place in our opinion of that
larger whole.” -William James
Ancient beers, created independently around the world
between 10 000 and 30 000 years ago were – by nature –
extremely different from what we know as beer today. Yet
most were the result of natural fermentation from plants
– not fruit – using a mosaic of different naturally occurring
yeasts and upwards of 15 different sugars from a myriad of
plant sources.
Perhaps many of these “beers” are only recognisable today
through the willingness – of some – to reconsider natural
therapies and medicines that existed prior to the ‘Age of
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Reason’ and our propensity to make science our ‘God’.
Given that fermentation was not understood in a practical
sense until Pasteur and his peers discovered this singlecelled micro-organism, what do we in truth understand
about this process beyond our indigenous ancestors.
This session will tease with this subject matter, looking
at the scores of sacred beers – many highly inebriating or
psychotropic – yet containing a plethora of medicinal herbs.
Some craft brewers have toyed on the far fringes of this
realm – tentatively.
Apart from looking at a small selection of craft beers that
draw upon this ancient experience, we will also consider
and taste expressions of Japanese ‘Sake’, a sacred brewed
beverage and undeniably beers closest relative.

